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I.Introduction

section 15 of Pubtic Act l70l directs the Department of Public service to plepare and publish a

report on the meters, as well as the occrxrence of any

breaches'to a This report is submiJted in firlfilment of

that mandate of the Act' As of September 30' 2013'

utirities with advanced metering infrastructure have spent a cumulative s97,463,607 and have

realized $11,351,881 in measured operational and 
"oétgy 

savings' There have been no known

breaches of any utility's cyber-security infrastructure to date'

A. Executive Summary

that data to an electric utility for billing and o

in statute and is distinguished by whether the

"an advanced metering infrastructure device

between the device *ã - electric co-pany-3 .cation 
between

infrastructure device using radio or other wireless means for two-way commuru

the device and an electric company."a

which includes meters at the customer site'

and a service provider' and data reception and

available to the service provider, is commonly

describe the smart meter ptograms in use by V
their ability to help electric providers decrea

consumers in energy efficiency and conservati

Legislatute and tfrJóubfic on túe savings realizedthus far through the use of sma¡t meters'

rg, which included $67 million in America Recovery

and Reinvestment Act (ARRA) funding. ihe utilities initially estimated that total statewide

program savings would be5228.33 million over 20 to 25 years'

t Public Act t?0, $ 15 ( Eff. May 18, 2012)
2 See 30 V.S.A. $ 2El t(a) (l).
' 3o v.s.¡,, S 2811 (a) (2)

ic Power Research Institute (2007)' Available at

disÍibution
ithAMI.
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This report reflects a delay in the rate at which those anticipatgd savings_will be achieved, but the

utilities still expect to realize the planned level of savings and benefits over their respective

project planning horizons. Thus, much of the savings expected from AMI networks is as yet

unrealized and thus not included in this report. Because these AMI systems are fairþ new, the

Department expects a higher level of savings in 2016 when it files the follow up report required

by Act 170.

The figures below reflect the costs and savings by utility. GMP accounted for 77 petcenl of
statewi-de AMI expenditures, followed by Burlington Electric with 15 percent, VEC with 4.3

percent, WEC with 2.7 percent, and Stowe Electric with 1.4 percent.

Actual Costs to Date bY UtilitY

Stowe

S1,359,158
VEC

54,226,982
WEC

GMP

s74,6L4,37!
S2,608,415

BED

S!4,6s4,74L

Flgure 1

Cumulative Savings Achieved to Date by Utility

4
VEC

54,537,L75

GMP

56,L72,355

wEc $343,861

gED 5L77,715

Stowe

$L2O,775

Flgure 2
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The cumulative sâvings realized and measured by Vermont utilities include

as well as energy ,uuirg.. As of september 30, 2013 these savings totaled

Mountain power, the étate's largest electric utility, accounted for 54'4

savings. The vermont Electric cooperative (vEc), which initiated an AMI program five years

earlier than other vermont utilities, realized $ 1.5 million in savings, or 40 percent of the state

total. washington Electric cooperative $rEq with 3 percent, Burlington Electric Department

(BED) with 1.6 percent, and stowe Electric Department'(sEP) with 1'1, accounted for the

remaining savings.

Act 170 also directs the Department'to report on the occulrence of "any breaches to a company's

cyber security infrastructure." Each participating utility reported on cyber security breaches'

There were no confirmed breaches of any AMI network. ln the interest of full disclosure' GMP

reported on cyber security events that occurred on employee desktop computers' However' none

of these events posed a threat to the AMI network' Each company has taken appropriate

measures to protect their networks from cyber-secuity threats and their efforts appeil to be in

line with the industrY.

B. Language of Section 15

30 V.S.A. $ 2S11 is added to read:

$ 2811. SMART METERS; CUSTOMER RIGHTS; REPORTS

**{.

(c

natural resources and energy'

C. Procedural and Drafting llistory of This Report

The Legislature provided the Public service Department the authorþ to request any information

from the utilities necessary for completion of this report. The Department sought and received
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data ûom Burlington Electric Department (BED), Green Mountain Power (GMP)?, Stowe

Electric Department (SED), Vermont Electric Cooperative (VEC), and Washington Elechic

Cooperative (!\fEC). ln an effort to streamline the data collection process, the utilities were

required by the Department to use a standardized template to submit their data' This template is

referred to as the Measurement and Verification template (or "M&V template") throughout this

report,

The Department, in conjunction with Green Mountain Power Company and the former Central

Vermont public Service Company, initially developed the M&V template to capture information

necessary for monitoring progress of the GMP and CVPS AMI implementation approved by the

public Service Board in dockets 7704 and 7612. The M&V template was based on a report

required by the U.S. Department of Energy to report expenditures of federal grant money from

thi: America Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (ARRA), which was awarded to the Søte

of Vermont as the Smart Grid Investment Grant (SGIG). The template compares a utility's

business plan for AMI implementation with actual expenditures. The Department concluded that

the template would be a useful method for obtaining the data necessary for this report. A sample

template is appended to this report.s

In general, the methodology empioyed by each utility to collect this information consisted of

using the existing reporting practices and processes of each utility's financial systems to recotd,

classif, and summari ze t}re cost and savings information included herein. The intemal controis

associated with those financial reporting processes are audited annually to ensure that the

reported financial information is accurate. In preparing this report the Department has relied

upon those reporting processes and intemal controls to ensure the integrity of the financial data'

II. Actual Costs

Actual costs are the total capital expenditures and operating expenses actually incured or spent

from a program's inception through September 30, 2013. Program costs were further

disaggregated into expenditure categories reflecting fixed asset investments, investments in

software and information resources, and program support activities' The following table shows

major categories of AMI related expenditures'

t GMps submission to the Department includes data from Central Vermont Power Supply (CVPS), which GMP

merged with in 20l2.The data set included pre-merger CVPS data'
8 

See Appendix I
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Expenditures
Field Systems

Utility Offrce SYstems

Grid Automation
Customer SYstems

Data Record, Analysis

Program Management

Information Access

Dynamic Pricing Programs

Operational Readiness

Total

Actual Costs
(to date)

$68,002,320

$13,498,044

$ 7,985,814

s 2,633,334
g 1,534,924
g 1,470,149

fi 1,423,294

s 627,094

$ 288.634

s97,463,607

o//o

6sÑ,
13.8%

8.2%

2.7%

r.6%
1.5%

r5%
0.6%

0.3%

100.0%

stotaled$68,002,320,oralmost?0percentofthetotalAMl
omponentunderFieldSystemswÍtsthe$62millionprrrchaseand
. other Field Systems expenditures included investments in fiber

optic infrastructure.

Utility Office Systems, which account for almost 14 percent of total expenditures' included

outlays for smart meter service architecture and meter data management processes and systems'

Grid automation, which accounts for 8 percent of the expenditures' was largely committed to

expansion of supervisory control and data acquisition networks (SCADA), and program fault

recovery systems. scADA pfoglams are used in indusüiat process control applications for

oentralized monitoring and recording of switches, meters, and the like.

customer systems expenses for outreach and consumer education activities accounted for 23

percent of the total. The r were ¡elated to program management'

regulatory teview, inform s'
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AMI Costs to Date by Expenditure Category

Utility Office Systems

Sig,¿gg,o¿+

Grid Automation

S7,985,814

Field Systems

s68,002,320

Customer SYstems

52,633,334

Data Record,

Analysis

$1,534,924

Program

Management

5L,470,r49

lnformation Access

5t,423,294

Operational
Readiness

S288,634

Dynamic Pricing

Programs 56?7,O94

Figure 3

II. AMI Financial Plans and Yari¿nce

Each utility developed a AMI business case that included a 20 to 25 yeat financial plan with a

forecast of its expenditgres and the expected savings that would be realized. The forecasted

expenditures included capital çxpenditures (acquisitions and installation costs), pngoing

operation and maintenance (O&M) expenses, and costs of establishing dynamic pricing' smart

grid enabled rate design and demand management programs. The financial plan also included a

,,contingency amount'l that varied by utility as did the planning period covered by the forecast

that ranges from 20 to 25 years, depending upon the utility'

For GMp South (former CVPS territory), the cumulative financial plan is based on the August

2011 update to the 2007l8business case that was provided to the PSD as part of the 20l2base

rate filing. For VEC, the financial plan data includes the expenditure of its own funds before and

after the receipt of the Federal ARRA funding in 2009'

The difference between cumulative spending planned up to the surrent fiscal year quarter and

actual costs incurred to date as of the cufient fiscal year quarter is refened to as the variance'
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utilities developed AMI implementation plans totaling $118 million' Through september 30'

z[l3,actual spending totaled $97,4 million, o, 82.2 percent of planned outlays' The variance

therefore, which is tñe difference between *r" nn*óial plans and actual cumulative expenses'

wa.s $21 million.

$ 118,548,699 $ 97,463,607 $ 21,085,093

A review of AMI cost componeirts ranked by variance finds Field systems to show the largest

';;;; *"iì0. ott sub-accounts, making up 85% of planned spending' As the largest sub-

account this is to be expected. Field systems include the purchase and installation of smart

meters. Utilities have yet to use *y oi the contingency fi.rnds. Spending on dynamic pricing

programs was only 24P/n ofthe anticipated total in the AMI financial plans' Rate design and

dynamic pricing spending have lagged because the initial deployment of the new technologies

was only completed earlier this year. Dynamic pricing could not be implemented until after all of

the technology was in place, fully tested, and operating properly'

Actual Costs

to Date

Cumulative

579,442,toL
s 6,642,503

S 2,s74,2L5

S 8,920,880

S 3,24r,427

S i-,874,105

s 230,514

s 1,302,036

5L3,zL7,zoL
S L,o92,716

Variance to Date

Plan

Actual
Costs
to Date

s68,002,320so
5 6Zl,Og+

s 7,985,814

5 2,633,334

s L,534,924

$ 288,634

5 t,47o,L49
S13,498,044
S Lqzt.zgq

Variance
To Date

Actual Cost
As 7o of Plan

8s.6%

0.0%

24.4%

89.5o/o

8L.2%

8t.9%
t24.7%
7L2.L%

toz,!%
L3O.3o/o

Field Systems

Program ContingencY

Dynamic Pricing

Gnid Automation
Customer SYstems

Data Record, AnalYsis

Operational Readiness

Program Management

UtilityOffice SYstems

lnformation Access

5LL,439,78L
S 6,642,503

5 r,947,L2L

S 935,066

s 608,093

S ggg,tgz

s (s7,120)

S (1s8,113)

s (280,843)

S (ggo,szet

Total Expenditures $118,548,699 s97,463,607 s21,085'093 82.2o/o

III. Savings Realized Through the Use of Smart Meters

The measurement and verification templates describe three basic types of savings: operational

savings, erefgy savings, and societal benefits. For AMI M & V reporting; operational and energy
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savings were considered quantifiable in financial terms whereas the societal benefits were

considered qualitative only- Operational savings are savings derived from new capabilities that

allow utilities to more efficiently manage and operate the distribution grid. Energy savings are

cost reductions attributable to better energy management. Societal benefits are the result of new

technologies and energy-related programs, Such as reductions in pollution emissions and

improved outage management'

At this point in the AMI implementation process, savings tealized have been primarily

operational. Utilities have reported reduced metering costs, reduced vehicle miles, reduced

carbon emissions, enhanced outage response, and more detailed information available to

customers enabling better understanding and management of energy use

In addition to the quantifrable savings, utilities have also reported additional savings that are

more diffrcult to isolate and attribute to smart meters. First, the installation of smart meters,

combined with an outage management system, has resulted in decreasing outage frequency (as

reported by GMp and VEC). While the improved outage performance is attributable to many

different factors, including capital improvements, vegetation management, and other system

improvements, smart meter implementation is notable among those fa Is'

Ûperational and Energt Sovings

Initìal AMI implementation plans estimated total program savings of $228.33 million over'2o to

25 years. To date utilities have reported actual realized savings of $11.35 million. Therealized

savings are approximately 5 percent of expected savings. The variance, the difference between

expected and actual rcalized savings, was $216.93 million' Future savings rcalization

expectations are noted in the table below:

Operational
Savings
Energy
Savings

Total Savings

Planned
Savinss

ActualSavings
to Date

Variance

(Savings Yet
to be Realizedl

L76,25L,358

7-085

s 216,978,M3

$

3
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Planned 20 Year

Savings

Total Planned Savings vs Actual Realized Savings To Date

Operational
Savings

Energy Savings

Figure 4

By savings category, operational savings realized to date totaled $9'9 million' which was 5

percent of total plarrned operational savings' Actual enelgy savings totaled $1'3 million' or

approximately 3.3 percent of plan'

operationalandEnergySavingsasaPercentageofAMllmplementat¡onPlan

6.0%

s.0%

4.0%

3.O%

2.Olo

t.o%

O.ÙYo
_ _--t-

Operational Energy

Flgure 5
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Societal Benefits-

While utilities have reported qualitative evidence of societal benefits derived from the use of

smart meters, the early stages of AMI investment and implementation have not generated

sufficient quantifiable results to date. In addition utilities have reported that, although

significant cost savings could be attributed to AMI projects, such savings are beyond the

modeling capabilities at this time-

Furthermore, utilities have also reported savings, as well as opportunities to achieve additional

unanticipated savings for customers, that were not included in the original business plans' For

example, the integration of smart meter outage management capabilities with new mobility

platforms decreases outage restoration time during inclement weather events. This leads

directly to improved reliabílity and additional savings to customers.

Utilities cite several social benefits of using smaÍ meters:

(l) Commercial and industrial customer outage cost reduction: Utilities estimate that

enhanced outage management capabilities associated with AMI should result in shorter

outages for utility customers. Shorter outages will mean a decrease in related

production and output losses for Commercial and Industrial customers. The value of

this increased productivity is considered a societal benefit.

(2) Carbon reduction: Carbon emission reductions result from fewer trips to customer

premises due to the utilities' abilþ to provide remote support (meter reading, service

switch, voltage reading, etc.) over the AMI network. In addition, AMI contributes to

reduced carbon emissions through Customers' use of efficient technologies that replace

or supplement fossil fuel technologies. Examples of these technologies include electric

vehicles, and solar water heaters.

(3) Decreased energy costs: Another potential societal benefit of smart meters is lower

wholesale energy costs due through demand management. Vermont's enhanced

Demand Response progt¿tm helps reduce load during peak and high demand periods'

This in turn can have a price lowering effect on wholesale prices- With the use of AMI

interval data, residential and small commercial customers can now participate in

demand management progmms that help reduce or stabilize the price of wholesale

energy for the entire New England pool during peak demand hours.

(4) Customer conservation associated with AMI web presentment: AMI implementation

plans assume that the more customers know about and understand their electricity use,

the more likely they are to conserve energy. This includes conservation and change in

usage pattems assuming that time-of-use pricing becomes available. Web presentment

of hourly data for individual customers should cause customers to conserve electricity

11



(avoided power costs) and shift their usage (reduce powel costs) to off'peak

hours. Future Mea.surement &' verification Reports will explore methods fol

quantiff ing this benefit'

IV. AMI Cost and Savings Summaries by Utility

The following provides a utilþ by utility su¡nmary of actual costs versus actual realized savings

to date, total2!-25year planned costs and savings, and actual costs and benefits to date'

Ut¡llty: BED

14,654,74L

Ut¡l¡ty: BED

Costs

Total

SavinFs

Total

Operational

Energy

S15,ooo,ooo

s10,000,000

s5,0oo,ooo

so

Financial Plan

5t5,237,roq

Actual Costs

to date

$14,654,74t

Costs to be

lncurred

s582,363

Savings To

Be Realized

t77,7t5

.-

Actual SmartPower Actual SmartPower

Costs Savings

Figure 5

f

Planned

Actual Savings

to Date

s16,847,098

5 6,499,236

5Lo,34t,862

5L77,7t5

$tl7,lts
so

s15,669,383

s 6,321,52r

5to,347,862
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Utlllty: GMP

sSo,ooo,ooo
s70,000,000
$60,000,000
s50,000,000
$40,000,000
$30,000,000
s20,000,000

$10,000,000
SO

74,674,311

Actual SmartPower
Costs

FiSure 7

Financipl Plan

S 95,466,957

6,172,355

Actual SmartPower
Savings

Ut¡l¡hr: GMP

Costs

Total

Savinss

Total

Operational

Energy

Planned

Actual Savings

To Date

Actual Costs

to date

574,6L4,30t

Costs to
be lncurred

s 20,852,556

Savings To Be

Realized

s2LO,767,327

S179,004,206

S 30,763,121

5 6,L72,355

5 4,788,457

S 1,383,898

$2o4,594,972

$174,2r5,749

5 29,379,223
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Utllity¡ SED

1,359,158

s1,400,000

s1,200,000

sl,ooo,ooo

s800,000

$600,000

5400,000

s200,ooo

SO

l,20,775

Utility: SED

Costs

Total

Savlnes

Total

Operational

Energy

Financial.Plan

s1,436,905

Planned

s265,304

s265,304
so

Fþure 8

Actual Costs

to Date

S1,359,158

Actual Savings

to Date

5L2O,775

$Lzo,775
so

Actual smartPower
Costs

Actual SmartPowwer
Savings

Costs to
b.e lncurred

$77,747

Savings to
be Realized

5t44,529

$L44,529

so
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Utllity: VEC

Costs

Total

Savinqs
'Total

Operational

Energy

s5,ooo,ooo

s4,000,000

s3,ooo,ooo

s2,ooo,ooo

s1,000,000'so

Financial
Plan

S1,436,905

Planned

4,155,916

Actual Costs

to date

S1,359,158

Actual Savings

to Date

4,226,982

4,537,L75
0

Costs to
be lncurred

577,747

Savings to
be Realize-gl

(5zr,oeo¡

N/A

N/A

Utillty: VEC

4,226,982
4,537,L75

Actual SmartPower Actual SmartPower

Costs Savings

Flgure 9
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Utllity: WEC

s3,00o,ooo

$2,000,000

s1,000,000

SO

2,608,415

Actüal Costs

to date

2,608,4L5

Actual Savlngs

to Date

s343,861

s343,861
so

343,861

ActualsmartPower ActualSmartPower

Costs savings

Flgure 10

Utillty: WEC

Costs

Total

Planned

$450,585

5450,585

so

Savings

Total

Operational

EnergY
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V. Cyber Security Concerns

Section 15 directs the Department to brief the Legislature on "the occurrence of any breaches to

a company's cyber security infrastructure." The Department has interpreted this language to

mean security events affecting a utility company's AMI network. All frve utilities filed reports

with the Department detaíüng their securþ policies and history of security breaches. According

to these reports, there have been no known breaches of any of the AMI networks' security. This

section details the cyber security the Department collected in fulfilment of section l5 of Act 170'

This section of the report sgmmarizes the reports each utility frled the Department.

Burlington Electr ic DePartmen

Burlington Electric Department reported that it has had no breaches of its AMI network to date'e

BED's AMI network is a closed loop system utilizing BED's private fiber backhaul system. The

AMI collection engine uses security appliances from Certicom that isolate and minimize the

impact of any security breach. Meter data is encrypted using ANSI C12.22, the American

National Standard for Protocol Specification for Interfacing to Data Conlmunication Networks'

Green Mountain Power

Green Mountain Power reports thgt it has had no breaches to its AMI network. Using grant

money from ARRA, GMP has developed a cyber-security plan that aims to protect the AMI

network and GMp customers' data. GMP has an Enterprise Security Manager, who actively

works to implement GMP's cyber security plan and coordinate with other Vermont utilities to

identifr potential risks and fortiff GMP infrastructure. GMP has partnued with Sandia Labs to

measure the strength of its security systems.

GMp reports that although there have been no compromises to its AMI network, it has

experienced security events on GMP employees' desktop computers' GMP recounted six

separate events that affected a work station computer. One event affected the computer of a GMP

cu.torírer. However, none of these events complomised GMP's AMI system. A complete list of

these events appears in Appendix 2.

Stowe Electric Department

Stowe Electric Department (SED) reported that it has had no breaches of its cyber securþ

infrastructure. SED made this determination afler conducting a review of alerts and log frles

generated by SED's network firewall. According to SED:

The SED smart meter/AMl head end provides alerts related to unexpected events

taking place on the AMI network. These alerts appear in the Elster [graphical user

interface] and a¡e reviewed at least daily during the work week. Reviews of these

s As of December 1E, 2013
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events afe conducted by the system administrator often with input from the

Operations team,lo

sED staff is working on a comprehensive cyber-secwity policy that will incorporate security for

both its smart meter/AMl infrastructure and its day to day office operations. sED anticipates a

finalized security policy by the end of 2014. sED expressed support for the Principles Relating

to Cyber Security proposed by the Department in Docket 7307'

Vermont Ele ctric C ooPer ative

Vermont Electric Cooperative (VEC) reports that it is "not awafe of any such cyber-attacks or

attempts." VEC's report excludes "events whioh are external to our firewall' and which do not

penetrate ow security systems." vEc highlighted its partnership with sandia National

Laboratory in New Mexico, to evaluate and enhance its cyber secwity network and policies' In

response to a report from sandi a Lab on this evaluation, vEC prepared a "Mitigation Action

Plan,'to implement the recommendations made by Sandia Laboratory' VEC also maintains close

communication with the National Electric sector cyber sect[ity otganization and the

Department of Homeland security to keep abreast of threats and cyber security events that may

impact VEC's smart grid network.

Washington Electric Cooperative, Inc'

Washington Electric Cooperative (WEC) "has had no known or reported breaches of cyber

security as of fNovember 25, 2073]" and reports having "implemented policies and plans that

outline procedures, steps, and responsibilities to ensure adequate protections are taken by all

wEC employees and service providers." In addition wEC has completed a Department of

Energy approved smart Grid cyber security Plan Assessment through an audit by sAIC' an

engineering and IT services contractor. The audit provided an assessment of the AMI system's

security and was used by wEC to develop and implement a "security risk registef"' which

identifies risks and plans to protect software and systems that include AMI meters as well as

other softwa¡e sYstems'

WEC expressed support for the Principles Relating to Cyber Security proposed by the

Department in Docket T3¡Tandendeavorsio implement best practices and industry standards for

Smart meters and AMI infrastructure have proven to provide quantifiable operational and energy

savings to date. Although these savings amount to $11.35 million' many of the savings

associated with the use of AMI have yet to be realized. Vermont's participating utilities plan to

recover costs and realize operational and energy savings over a 20 to 25 year period' Future

protecting its AMI sYstem.

VI. Conclusion

ro Email from Kevin Weishaar, controller with Stowe Electric Department, to

Service on November 27, 2013

1E

Jeannie Elias, Deparùnent of Public



reports on this subject are expected to show an increased amount of savings and benefit to

utilities and consumers.
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APPENDIX II

GMP Non-AMI Security Events by Date .

12/712012: a user,s system was infected with malware that was not detected by the-installed

Antivirus software. The malware attempted to spread to other systems and that activity was

detected and alerted immediately. The infected system was removed from the network and

reimaged.

12/18/2012: GMP was informed by a third party that one of our systems was-sending out email

spam. The system was removed from the nãtwórt and scanned with a second antivirus product

which detectèd an infection with spam bot malware. The system was reimaged as a precaution'

5116/2013: a user,s system was infected with malwa¡e that was not initially detected by the

installed antivirus software. The malware tried to install additional components which were

detected. The systems was removed from the network and reimaged.

gl2g/2013: a routine review of ES-ISAC alert information against the firewall logs indicated a

system that had been compromised and was part of a bot network. The system was a virtual

windows environment running on a Mac an¿ ãi¿ not have Antivirus functioning correctly' The

virtual system was deleted and reinstalled with appropriate software.

9lI3/20r3: a user,s system was infected with malware that was not prevented by the installed

Antivirus software. The malware attempted to propagate by renaming files and folders on shared

drives which was detected and reacted to immè¿iately. The system was removed from the

network and reimaged.

7014/2013: a routine review of firewall logs indicated a system that was attempting to send.out

email spam. This system was removed frJm the network and cleaned with a different antivirus

product than the one installed on it.

source: GMP response to Department's inquiry regarding Breaches of cyber security
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